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Ursinu. is now home to a group dedicated to the prac-
tice of Buddhist iv1editation: an exerci. e that helps promote 
a more mindful and positive existence. 
On Monday evenings at 5 p.m., members of the 
Ursinus community gather in the basement of Bomberger 
Hall to seek an answer to the question that bums within 
each human being on Earth: who am I? It is not a gathering 
of enthusiastic CIE students who want to discuss Genesis. 
This is a meeting for the Buddhist Meditation group, led by 
sophomore Ryan Collins in the Meditation Chapel. At a 
recent meeting, J had the opportunity to discover what medi-
tation was really all about. Sitting in a circle with a dozen 
other people in complete silence facing the realities of self-
discovery was a little unnerving at first. Learning about 
and getting to know oneself is not always pleasant or easy. 
"In the very beginning, I thought it was hell," Collins 
explained. However, after two years of regular meditation, 
the experience became one that brought many benefits. 
As college students, the ability to focus the mind is 
not always easy. With Internet Explorer ready and waiting 
at the bottom of our computers. Facebook and YouTube are 
just a click away. But many people who practice meditation 
find focusing their efforts on one task, such as writing a 
paper or shooting a proper free-throw, much easier to ac-
complish. The reason for this wonderful ability became 
clear as I meditated with the group that night. 
Meditation is essentially training for the mind. The 
goal is to focus on one's breathing, concentrating on the in 
and out of each breath. At first, it is common for the mind to 
wander onto other subjects, such as schoolwork, friends or 
the Eagles' last game. Nevertheless, with practice, one 
learns to center on the task at hand. 
Furthennore, meditation has ilnportant benefits regard-
ing physical and mental health. People who participate in 
regular meditation usually see a decrease in blood pressure. 
"In addition, many individuals who meditate routinely find 
themselves less stressed overall. As I meditated in the 
chapel, I could feel the effects almost instantly. Even as my 
mind wandered from time to time, it seelned as though I was 
in a dream-like state. For a short time, I left my worldly 
problems behind, almost as though I was not awake. In a 
society where new reports are constantly emerging citing 
Americans as too stressed out. something as relaxing and 
soothing as meditation could be a potential solution. 
Although the Buddhist Meditation Group is not an 
official club as of yet, Collins hopes that with continued 
interest and attendance increasing every week, the student 
group will be recognized and allotted a budget. In the mean-
time, the College has been nothing but supportive of this 
new group, paying for regular guest speakers and even [or 
cushions on which to meditate. 
With that kind of support and a recent meeting atten-
dance of well over a dozen people, the Buddhist Meditation 
Group is well on its way to becoming an official club and 
spreading the practice of meditation to others who may ben-
efit from this introspective activity. After all, one of the 
main goals of a liberal arts education is self-discovery. And 




Feel the Heat with Latin Dance Classes 
YUKIKO KAWAMURA 
yukawanlura(~ursinus.edu 
Every Monday and Wednesday at 7 p.m., Wynton 
Rice teache a very passionate Latin dance class to about 
20 students in the dance studio of the Floy Lewis Bakes 
Center. 
The talented Wynton Rice, a junior majoring in dance, 
has studied Latin dance for seven years. Rice is a very 
friendly person who has many friends here and outside of 
school. He is looking for a contract near the school at a 
dance studio. 
Latin dance is known as International Ballroom dance, 
which originated in Latin America and includes the Cha Cha, 
Rumba, Samba, Salsa, Malnbo, Merengue, Bachata, Cumbia, 
Bolero. 
The class starts with "the circle of friendship," and 
we talk about our dancing experiences and anything 'inter-
esting. Students are able to meet new people and interact 
with them throughout the class. 
On Monday, Rice usually teaches Salsa, starting from 
the basic step and choreographing in pairs for half of the 
class. He takes up different kinds of Latin dance on Wednes-
day. It is a great class for people who do not dance or even 
exercise. Rice takes a steady pace and he has the patience 
needed to teach people. 
He often teaches Merengue and Samba. He is also 
looking into teaching the students the Cha Cha in the fu-
ture. The class is for beginners and all students are wel-
come. 
There are many extra classes that students can par-
ticipate here at Ursinus. The Latin dance class is easy to 
join with a welcoming atmosphere and is only two hours 
per week. People can participate when they can. 
Philly's Finest Choreographs UCDC 
ROGER LEE 
rolee@ursinus.edu 
The Ursinus College Dance Company (UCDC) is wel-
coming one of Philadelphia's greatest choreographers to 
the Kaleidoscope Lenfest Theater. This November, Ursinus 
dancers will have the pleasure of performing a new choreo-
graphic work by Mr. Zane Booker. 
When asked how he felt coming to Ursinus, Booker 
replied with a smile, "Wherever you put me I'm happy'" 
Booker was recommended to teach at Ursinus by Joan 
Meyers-Brown, the artistic director of Philadelphia's famous 
Philadanco dance C01llpany. 
The aforementioned world renowned COlupany is 
where Booker got his start. At age seven, he began taking 
classes in his hometown of Philadelphia. Booker recalls, "I 
didn't want to do ballet," so he studied tap while quenching 
his artistic thirst. After years of training, Booker became 
well known as a prominent dancer and choreographer for 
the Philadanco dance company. 
Since then, he has had the pleasure of dancing all 
over the world. "I love to travell" said an excited Booker. 
He had the opportunity to visit Berlin right before the great 
wall fel1. Booker danced in 
raculous breakthroughs in dance. 
Ursinus's dancers have had a few "Booker break-
throughs" while rehearsing for the upcoming UCDC fall 
concert. Booker has worked to challenge yet compliment 
the dancers' strengths in his latest work. 
This work is the beginning of a larger piece Booker 
hopes to work on in the future. It challenges the nonn with 
intricate circle formations and choreography. "I wanted to 
investigate stIucture," said Booker. He wants to make the 
impossible possible by challenging space and time. "1 want 
to see ifit is possible to move in a circle for the entire piece," 
says Booker. 
The finished piece will be showcased in Ursin us 's 
UCDC fall showing. The concert is a three-night series nm-
ning Nov. 15-17 in the Lenfest Theater. Zane Booker will be 
in the audience watching Ursinus dancers try their hand at 
his unique and inspiring material. 
If I t : 
Europe, learning the true 
meaning of creativity and 
freedOlu. "Once you start 
to see people do things 
differently, creativity fos-
ters art. It is the greatest 
learning experience." \!rbe stubent newspaper of Wrsinus «allege 
Booker has shared 
his experiences through 
his work. For the past few 
weeks, Booker has come to 
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Ursinus to work with its 
promising dance company. 
He said, "I always loved 
teaching." Booker is a car-
ing teacher who likes to see 
his dancers progress. He 
ensures this progression 
with a '"tough love" men-
tality of pushing natural 
limits while witnessing mi-
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Express Bus 93 Speeds Up Access to Center City 
ASHLEY RIGGINS 
ashiggins@ ursinus.edu 
A few weeks ago, all of Ursinus received an email 
from Aplyl Martin, Coordinator of Philadelphia Connec-
tion. In this email, Martin proclaimed that Ursinus now had 
a new contract with the SEPTA h·ansportation system. The 
original route for Ursinus students wishing to travel into 
the city began by taking the Septa Bus 93 into Norristown, 
and then catching the R6 into Center City. Bus 93 to 
Norristown would sometimes take up to 45 minutes. Also, 
Bus 93 featured the unseemly drive around a nearby prison; 
students and faculty alike complained about the inconve-
nience of driving around the prison, and expressed a di like 
for SEPTA patrons who boarded the bus from the prison. 
Under the new contract that Ursinus has with SEPTA, 
students and faculty can take a direct bus from the Ursinus 
campus to Norristown. This bus should take 15-20 min-
utes. depending on traffic. This express bus runs only on 
the weekends (Friday and Saturday). The buses typically 
depart towards Norristown in the early evenings, and there 
arc also buses that return students to campus from 
Norristown much later at night. On Sundays, since the 
prison is closed, all Bus 93 routes are express from campus 
to Norristown. For exact times, please view the SEPTA 
website (www.septa.org) and select the PDF file for Bus 93. 
The timing of this new route may seem suspicious to 
those Ursinus students who are frequent users of SEPTA 
in the city. During the summer SEPTA rates were increased 
by 11 (Yo and several less popular routes were discontinued. 
SEPTA has been under-funded by the city of Philadelphia 
for decades, so their willingness to allow for a new bus 
route now could seem odd. However, Martin has diverted 
Ursinus funds that will pay for the bus for the next year. 
Martin used to run a Philly Connection shuttle, which en-
tailed a few vans that would ferry students in and out of the 
city for free on thc weekends. Students who frequently 
used the shuttle buses 
may be disappointed to 
learn that transportation 
into the city is no longer 
free. Riding the express 
Bus 93 into Norristown 
costs $2 one-way, and 
riding the R6 from 
Non-istown into Philadel-
phia can cost an additional 
$6 one-way in peak hours. 
In total , a round-trip to 
Philadelphia now costs up 
to $ 16. Speaking to Mar-
tin will reassure anyone 
that this new transporta-
tion systeln, though more 
expensive, is better for the 
Ursinus community. 
1v1a1'tin's Philadelphia 
Connection program is en-
tirely funded by a grant 
from the Mellon Founda-
SEPTA ~I) Express Service for BliS 93 will make traveling into Center City faster and more 
efficient for students andfaculty. 
tion. The grants allow for 
three year's worth of funding at a time. 
Since the future of the Philly Connection is uncertain, 
Martin , from the start of her employment at Ursin liS one 
year ago, devised three lcgacy goals for herself. Two of 
these she has already achieved. The new Philly Car Share 
program, which came to Ursinus just a fcw weeks ago, was 
one of her legacy goals. For Martin, the Philly Car Share 
program was important because it does not limit students to 
travel only to Philadelphia. Once they register as drivers, 
they can take the car anywhere. A goal that Martin has not 
quite achieved is the creation of a Philly Connection website, 
which will provide students \'\'ith info11na60n about navigat-
ing the city of Philadelphia as well as inf01mation on impor-
tant events and sites within the city. Her tinal legacy goal 
was the improved bus system, with the brand-new express 
Bus 93 . If the Mellon grant runs out and Ursinu decides 
not to reapply, there w1ll be no money to nm something like 
a Philly shuttle. However, Martin's decision to contract 
through SEPTA for a year allows SEPTA to then make a 
decision to continue the route if it is protitable enough. 
Needless to say. Mal1in is hoping that many Ursinus stu-
dents will take advantage of this new bus system so that 
SEPTA finds it profitable enough to fund the route on its 
own in the coming years. 
Apryl Martin can be reached for further questions 
about the new express bus at amartin@ursinus.edu. Her 
office is located in Room 108 of the Ritter Center. 
U rsinus College Bookstore Backs Edun Live Initiative 
KEITH PAGE 
kepage@ ursinus.edu 
Do the clothes on your back contribute to the low life 
expectancy of a Ugandan or to the five-mi Ilion South A fri-
cans living with HIV/AIDS? 
The clothing company Edun, launched by U2 's Bono 
along with his wife, Ali Hewson, and fashion designer Rogan 
Gregory, poses that question in their mission to create sus-
tainable employment for developing areas of the world and 
forge a business model which others can replicate. 
The organization is looking to establish itself in col-
lege book stores across the nation with its Edun Live initia-
tive in an attempt to raise awareness on how what we wear 
has a direct con-elation to the poverty of people in the un-
der-developed world. All Barnes and Noble College book-
stores are now selling the apparel. This includes Ursinus's 
own bookstore. Ursinus bookstore manager Coreen 
McCafferty said, "It is all part of Barnes and Noble's invest-
ment in going green and supporting a worthy and beneficial 
cause." 
The company has placed special emphasis on devel-
oping supply chains in sub-Saharan Africa. In nations like 
South Africa, Uganda, and Lesotho, they work with native 
produce farmed by native people in factories which are held 
to extremely high standards. This creates what the com-
The Grizzly 
pany calls, "grower-to-sewer," African merchandise. This 
approach spawns thousands of employment opportunities 
and a base for a sustainable apparel industry in Africa, with 
each phase of the production chain receiving fair compen-
sation for their work. The goods are then sold through 
high-street realtors and through the Edun website. 
The Edun Live initiative, which has been launched 
this past week here at UC, is a sub-branch of the Edun brand. 
It sells blank T-shirts made with 100 percent organic African 
cotton. (This is to prevent many ofthc health and environ-
mental risks associated with pesticides, and according to 
the World Health Organization (WHO), the 20,000 deaths 
and three-million chronic health problems which arise from 
pesticide use.) In addition to all of the health and economic 
gains that Edun is providing for fanners and manufacturers 
in the under-developed world. it also invests a social com- . 
mitment to the impoverished areas in which it is operating. 
Edun otTers education on HIV/A1DS to factory work-
ers as a way to prevent transmission of the disease. Ac-
cording to WHO figures, over five million South Africans 
live with HIV/AIJ)S, and just fewer than 30 percent of the 
adult population of Lesotho are infected with the disease. 
Also, in June oflast year, a well was opened at a school 
in Lesotho that neighbored one of the Edun factories. It 
was funded by the company and provided a safe, clean, and 
sanitary supply of water for the entire area. The WHO esti-
mates that 44 percent of people who live in the rural areas of 
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Lesotho do not have access to adequate drinking water and 
this clearly results in chronic health problems and plays its 
part in the countries extremely 10\\; standard of living and 
life expectancy. Edun is doing its part to change that. 
As a consumer, you can do your part by purchasing 
Edun products in your college bookstore and buying mer-
chandise with a social conscience while understanding that 
what wc wear realJy does make a difference. 
~ 
Interested in torrent ~vellts occu~ing 
hQre at lJrsinusor<in .theoutside 
« ,< ,:~ world? 
Interestecf in ,I)ecoming a; writer or 
, JOUrna~ist? " ~.' ~ 
. Get your Start at The (;,iuly! < 
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Understanding Pre-Menstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) 
everal week ago, I made mention of a condition 
called Pre-Men trual Dy phoric Di ordcr in an article re-
garding a birth control pill that had been approved to treat 
it, howe er, I did not discu's any of the pecific of the 
LANE TAYLOR 
Everything You Never 
Knew You Wanted to Know 
About Sex 
di order. In order 
to rectify this situ-
ation, I felt it nec-
essary to dedicate 
an article to this 
disorder in order to 
help any female 




. ymptom and are 
18n't ure if the 
sylnptom are nor-
mal, or part of 
something bigger. 
According 
to Dr. Sandhya 
Pntthi of the Mayo 
Clinic, women who 
suffer from PMDD expelience severe (sometime disabling) 
PMS 'ymptoms, and it is e timated that about eighl per-
cent of menstruating women suffer from PMDD. PMDD 
stands outside of PMS because of the evere nature of its 
symptoms and the impact that they have upon a woman's 
life. Typically, PMDD symptoms present during the last 
week ofa men trual cycle and resolve a few days after the 
beginning of menstruation. The symptoms of PMDD in-
clude: a change in appetite (whether that be a lack of an 
appetite or overeating), fatigue, less interest in one's typi-
cal activities, flu-like symptoms (joint-pain, muscle aches, 
headache ). "persistent or marked anger or irrability," in-
creased and marked anxiety, "persistent sadness or depres-
sion, ' mood swings and teariness, lethargy, feeling over-
whelmed, and a change in the amount one sleeps (whether 
that be too much or too little). Dr. Pruthi also warns that 
while PMDD doe "occur in women that do not have a 
history of major depression, major depression is very com-
mon" in women who suffer from PMDD. 
Treatlnent for PMDD is aimed at symptom control, 
and there are everal treatment options open to women with 
PMDD, including antidepressants. Selective Serotonin 
Reuptake Inhibitors - also known a SSRls - have the abil-
ity to minimize symptoms such as changes in sleep patterns 
and appetite and fatigue. Another option is herbal remedies 
or nutritional supplements. Dr. Pruthi notes that clinical 
trial have sugge ted that cha teberry, or chaste tree berry 
can alleviate the headaches, anger, irritability, and mood 
swings that may accompany PMDD. Also, it has been sug-
ge ted that consuming 1 000 millagrams of calcium per day 
may alleviate Y1l1pt0111S a well. (Pruthi, the Mayo Clinic) 
As noted in my article regarding Y AZ, the birth con-
trol pill, it is believed that because mo (oral contraceptive 
pills (OCP) stop ovulation, they may be able to alleviate 
hormonal tluctuations which can cause mood wings. How-
ever, to my knowledge, YAZ is still the only OCP that i 
approved to specifically alleviate PMDD symptoms. Other 
medications that can help control the symptoms ofPMDD 
are non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such 
as naproxen sodium (Aleve) or ibuprofen (Motrin, Advil, 
etc.). When these drugs are taken at the onset or before a 
period begin they can help alleviate breast discomf01i and 
cramping. (Pruthi. the Mayo Clinic) 
Lifestyle and diet changes have also been suggested 
as a way to alleviate symptoms, including comsUlning less 
caffeine in order to prevent irritability and anxiety, regular 
Ten Minutes Will Do 
ZAeR SHAMBERG 
zashamberg@ursmus.edu 
On Wednesday, October 10, Breakaway Student Pro-
ductions entertained the Ursinus campus by way of the 
Ten-Minute Play Festival. Showcasing the best of the 
college's student directors, writers, and actors, the festival 
incorporated the many elements of perfonnance ali and 
compressed them into a ten-minute fonnat. 
Over 100 people crowded the Kaleidoscope Lawn in 
preparation for the shows, surpassing expectations and 
cementing Breakaway's status as a student favorite on the 
Ursinus campus. Karin Swartz cOInmented, "I was glad we 
got to do something out of the ordinary with student di-
rectors and student playwrights, especially because we 
got to perfonn outside. " 
The first play of the night, The General, took the 
basics of a great horror movie and turned them iIltO a co-
medic work of art. Serial killers, lost kids in the woods, and 
cold beer were prevalent throughout the performance. Grey 
Johnson, an actor in The General, was extTemely pleased 
with the end result. "I think it's a positive thing for Ursinus 
to have, because the teacher who used to do it isn't here. 
I'm glad the students are carrying on his legacy," said 
Johnson. 
Lift and Bang, a title generally reserved for the mov-
ies in your local video store's 18 and older section. was a 
tension-filled, romantic show. A man and woman rolled 
dough in a kitchen and talked of their past love for one 
another. "It was a really great first experience. It allowed 
me to step out of my comfort zone," said actress Julie Balko. 
4 
The wittiest perfonnance of the evening, Beckett s 
Re\'enge, asked the question countless scholars have asked 
before: what would happen if Samuel Beckett was a guest in 
your home? Written and directed by Grey Johnson the 
play ridiculed television shows like Lost and 24 and even 
incorporated death and fireanns. 
The Friend Zone not only delivered laugh out loud 
moments and a shocking twist-ending, but it featured two 
of the night's best perfonnances. Nick Bendas played a 
yearning lover to perfection, while Al1ie Hannelin added 
touches of drama and comedy to each llne she spoke. "It 
was good. I liked working with an original script," said 
Hannelin. 
The final play of the night, lvlommy Says I'm Pretty 011 
the Insides was as hilarious and bizarre as the title sug-
gests. Katie Nunn portrayed a young girl who went through 
the motions of adolescence with her drunken mother and 
promiscuous sister. Senior director Alia Dixon chose the 
playas soon as she read it. "I was happy to take the oppor-
tunity becau~e T wanted to choose plays the Ursinus audi-
ence wasn't used to. I tried to cast those who were too 
busy for department shows or who didn't real1y get chances 
in other perfonnances," she said. 
After the casts took their final bows. the Ten-M inute 
Play Festival was deemed a success. "I thought the show 
presented a remarkable variety of talent that Ursinus tu-
dents possess," said sophomore Mark Smedberg. At this 
point, the possibilities are endless for future Breakaway 
projects. Swartz commented, "This initial accomplishment 
is overwhelming-who knows what else we can really do?" 
Anything under ten minutes will workjust fine. 
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exercise (which has been noted to help control PMS symp-
toms), and increasing one' consumption of carbohydrates 
during the week before a period is believed to help memory 
and mood. (Pruthi, the Mayo Clinic) 
In my YAZ article, I also mentioned that PMDD could 
be found in the DSM IV, a text that provides diagnostic 
criteria for psychological disorders. While it is not officially 
included, it and a list of symptoms and description can be 
found in the back in a section dedicated to disorders under 
consideration for being included into the serie . 
If you think that you may be suffering from PMDD, 
contact your medical health professional who will be able to 





Red, White, & Blue Jobs: Maki~g a Difference 
People who work in the public sector '~touch~' 
day. Just start by eating bfe~kfast; your milk 1S 
f)lJ(~cte~a by a H~deraI agency (USDA) and the jelly you 
have been imported and hence Customs was }'}1 IVOlve,c-. 
You 1nay then get in your ~ar which was built 
"'~l~nll''iT with federa11y .. set safety standards (DOT) and 
t;!nUl,)r'::'llllonlto'red environnlental or pollution stan(l4lT(l~ 
When you work for the Federal Government; 
making a difference to the people around you! 
You've probably heard that more than half ofluu-UllllCi 
lJ:e£lenuemployees are eligible toretke in the next 
rus <cre~:ltes incrediBle opportunity foryoung people 
in pUblic service careers. ){ recent study ,'Ii ~fIOnf'1h~~ 
five growth areas in thefedeml government. . 
t- Security", Enforcemen4 and Complianee 
This a.rea"includesjobs-a5 inspectOl'S, mm.illill'inves-l 
J;H~:al.(l~TS;'i?,mp1i~e officers" ·security guards~Jl.n(J;alrPOl1l 
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Four Students Nominated for Watson Fellowship 
SALIAZOUANDE 
sazouande@ursinus.edu 
The Th~as 1. Watson Fellowship is a highly pres-
tigious fellowship program that provides an opportunity 
to students who want to take time off school after gradu-
ation to pursue their passions and interests abroad 
through independent research on any topic of their choice. 
The Thomas J. Watson Foundation was founded in 1961 
as a charitable trust by lYlrs. Thomas J. Watson , Sr. , in 
honor of her late husband and has since granted over 
2,300 Watson Fellowship awards with stipends totaling 
more than $29 Inillion to students. 
The Watson Foundation invites about 50 highly 
selective liberal arts colleges to submit 4 candidates for 
an interview by the Watson Foundation. The foundation 
will award less than 50 fellowships each year, which makes 
Ursinus College very fortunate because our college had 
two winners last year (2007), Katie Ringler and Markus 
\Veise, as well as two winners in previous years and one 
alternate. It is important to note that it is not easy to get 
a Watson Fellowship~ the selection process is very com-
petitive because each college has to select 4 candidates 
from a pool of applicants that usually ranges between 10 
and 35. In case you were not aware, colleges are awarded 
zero to four fellowships which means that some schools 
do not receive any while others receive more than one. It 
is for this reason that winning multiple Watson fellow-
ships have the potential to bolster the reputation of a 
school and in a sense, Ursinus students get to compete 
with the best students from other highly selective liberal 
Pictured from left to right: Kori Weinberger and 
Katie Fritz (Not pictured: Megan Hetzner and 
Jesse Kremenak) 
arts colleges. Moreover, the Foundation does not award one 
fellowship to each of the 50 school s. Instead, it selects stu-
dents based on their application which includes a personal 
statement, project description. and an on-campus interview. 
The on-campus interviews have already concluded for 
this year, and the 2008 Ursinus nominees for the Thomas J. 
Watson Fellowship are Katie Fritz, Jesse Kremenak , Kori 
Weinberger, and Megan Helzner. Their applications were re-
viewed by the College Watson Committee members before 
being announced. There are many reasons why students 
should consider applying for a Watson Fellowship. For ex-
ample, it gives you the opportunity to spend a year in pur-
suit of a project based 011 a particular passion. Besides, it is 
a wonderfu I way to spend a year between college and gradu-
ate school or job responsibilities to examine the world 
through a personal lens. The benefits of a Watson Fellow-
ship are priceless: think about it: you get to spend a year off 
roaming the globe with a purpose. "A Wandeljahr that 
allows for examination of a topic in many different parts of 
the globe is an opportunity for intellectual and personal 
growth that cannot be duplicated" agreed Dean Lucas. You 
will be happy to learn that Watson Fcllows have returned to 
their comlnunities with a different outlook on life and have 
become very successful in many fields. Their personal jour-
ney has given the ability to take on challenges that they 
might not have considered had they not participated in the 
program. 
In addition, former Watson fellows are great examples 
of the power of a liberal mts education . It is true that thi is 
only one example of the many grants and post-graduate 
awards Ursinus students have obtained, but the Watson is 
different in that it require a personal passion that is out-
side of the strict boundaries of academic fields. For those 
OfYOll out therc still wondering about applying for a Watson 
Fellowship, take this useful advice from Dean Lucas: "If 
you have an idea that you need to pursue, this is the time to 
do it. It should enrich the person 's life, not career path!" 
That should give you ample reason to apply for a Watson 
Fellowship. 
For details on the Watson Fellowship, visit the 
Watson Website at http://watsonfellowship.org 




















continual1y circulated among adoring fans over 20 years 
later, the stories within it are told each from a different 
perspective; S01ne absurd, others merely reflective. You'll 
understand the tone of the story with the first sentence -
her word choice is so careful, her structure so precise, 
that it makes you wonder why novelists even bother. 
Hempel can do in three pages what takes Stephen King 
700 pages and can make it captivating. Each story begins 
with a sentence that serves the function of the overall 
.story, possibly as a result of Hempel's background in 
journalism. The first lines read like the hooking leads at 
the forefront of news stories, only more alluring. Whether 
The Grizzly 
it's "Things turned around after I saw the Breathing Jesus", 
or "This time it happened with fire," you can't resist the urge 
to find out exactly what this W01nan is going on about. 
Hempel's most widely reviewed story, "In the Cem-
etery Where Al Jolson is Buried," begins with humorous dis-
cussions between two friends, one of whom is hospitalized. 
The underlying knowledge of one friend's imminent death is 
felt beneath the exchange of jokes and strange facts between 
the two, but is glazed over with witty banter. When the inevi-
table happens, the pain of loss that the friend who is left 
behind is feeling is intense: "1 sleep with a glass of water on 
the nightstand so 1 can see by its level if the coastal earth is 
trembling or if the shaking is still me." 
One of the recurring themes in Hen1peJ's work is the 
presence of dogs. She has a book of short stories called The 
Dog of the Marriage, and also collaborated with Jim Shepard 
on a collection of short stories called Unleashed: Poems by 
Writer s Dogs. Yes, poems written from the perspective of 
dogs. I don't quite understand the canine obsession (I'm a 
cat person myself) but Hempel finds a way to work them into 
many of her short fiction pieces. The one that stands out in 
Reasons to Live is "Nashville Gone to Ashes", which begins: 
"After the dog's cremation, 1 lie in my husband's bed and 
watch the Academy Awards for animals." The narrator goes 
on to talk about the health problems of all of her pets and 
eventually reveals that she's married to a veterinarian. By the 
end of the story, she explains that the only reason she stayed 
with a husband who didn't love her was because she thought 
that one day, the over-the-top attentiveness and love he 
showed for the animals might extend to her. "My husband 
said an animal can't disappoint you ... l said, of course it can. 
What about the dog who goes on the rug? How does it feel 
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when your efforts to alter behavior come to nothing? I 
know how it feels." 
The dialog in Hempel's stories, when she includes it 
at all, is more often than not in a similar format to the quota-
tion from "Nashville." Her anecdotes are mostly focused 
monologues, centered on the perspective of the narrator 
who is generally wrapped up in a furious attempt to do 
something. The characters in Reasons to Live are endeav-
oring to explain, achieve, convince. escape, or remember -
anything that will bring them the reason to live for which 
they arc searching. 
One of the shorter inclusions in the collection, "San 
Francisco," is a frantic attempt to understand whether or 
not an earthquake has OCCUlTed and who stole a woman's 
watch. The voices of Hempel's characters are so distinct, 
as in the first line of this story: "Do you know what I think? 
I think it was the tremors ... T'he way the floor rolled like 
bongo boards under our feat? Remember it was you and 
Daddy and me having lunch?" The divergence between 
the tones of different stories is obvious, yet similar enough 
in construction that you could easily pick Hempel's writing 
out of a lineup. 
Ultimately, the thing about Reasons to Live: is that it's 
a breath of fresh air. I love the classics, don't get me wrong; 
the literary world needs complex plots with wordy descrip-
tions, but the brevity and pointed wit that Hempel is known 
for is something that really breaks the mold. And besides 
all that - if you're as busy as I am, with far too much work 
and far too little time to sit through a novel, no matter how 
enjoyable it may be, Hempel's stories are great to sit down 
with for ten minutes in between classes while still being 
able to feel like you've accomplished something. 
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Genocide: Then and Now 
DAVID HAMALIAN 
dahatnalian@ursinus.edu 
On Wednesday Oct. 10'h. the Committee of Foreign 
Affairs pa sed a non-binding re olution which would rec-
ognize the e ent of 1915 as genocide against ethnic Am1e-
nians, perpetrated by the Ottoman government. Beginning 
in 1915, the Young Turks ordered the deportation of the 
Annenians living in Anatolia. or modern-day Turkey. The 
Annenian were viewed as a threat to the existence of the 
Ottoman state. Armenian revolutionarie had per .. istently 
detnanded liberal reforms, and a few Armenians had de-
fected to the'Russian side during the Great War, which was 
viewed as the utrnost betrayal. Two million Armenian" suf-
fered because of it. 
The deportation ' were, in reality, death marches. The 
Armenian. were massacred along they way, and it is quite 
clear that the orders were coming from the highest authori-
ties. Approximately 1.5 million Annenians were killed. The 
re ,t were driven off their ancient homeland, where they had 
lived for three thou and years. De pite the documenta-
tion, the Turkish government denies lhat these events oc-
CUlTed. In fact, it i illegal to mention it in Turkey, a it 
"insult Turki hness." Several notable Turkish scholars, 
including recent Noble Prize recipient Orhan Pamuk, have 
been pro ecuted, and others have been killed, including 
Hrant Dink, a Turkish-Armenianjoumalist, who was very 
critical of the Turki h government's denial. 
Thu . recognition of the Armenian Genocide has been 
heavily politicized for decades. and for several reasons. 
The United State government does not label the events 
"genocide" imply because doing so would aggravate a 
very important wartime ally. Turkey has been a major UN 
ally since the Cold War, and remains one today. Seventy 
percent of the supplies that reach our troops in rraq go 
through Turkey. Al 0, there is the ever-looming threat of 
Turkey invading northern Iraq in order to quell Kurdish 
rebels, who demand an autonomOllS Kurdistan. Doing so 
would further destabilize Iraq. 
[t is no surprise that an issue of human rights is highly 
politicized, a the pas ' ing of the resolution could lead to 
unde irable event. Further, Congress considers this bill 
more to attack the Bush administration than for moral rea-
sons. This is not unique to the United States. On the other 
hand, governments may label the events "genocide" in or-
der to attack the Turkish government. In 2006, for instance, 
the French parliament adopted a bill making it a crime to 
deny the Annenian Genocide in order to challenge Turkey's 
entry into the EU, and perhaps, to win the votes from the 
500,000 Am1enians living in France. 
These attitudes are all too prevalent, not only in re-
gard to the Annenian Genocide. but to all crimes again t 
humanity. Government' policies reflect what i in the best 
interest of the tate; issues that do not concern them are 
ignored. The same attitudes are displayed with the ongoing 
genocide in Darfur. Although the US governn1ent labeled it 
genocide. we do not place pressures on the Chinese gov-
ernment. which supplies Sudan with arm , simply becau e 
we are dependent on China economically and politically. 
Not only can past atrocities not be resolved if these 
attitudes continue but ongoing ones cannot be stopped. 
Genocide should not be a matter of national interest: rather, 
it should be a matter of humanity. Until we recognize past 
atrocities, the worst crime humanity can possibly commit 
cannot be prevented; the two are intimately linked. 
Dumbledore Out of the Broom Closet 
MATT \VHITMAN 
mawhitman@ursinus.edu 
Every year, more and more people of slat us are added 
to the list of notable homosexuals. Politicians from New 
Jersey, Hollywood actors, female comedians and beloved 
musicians have leapt from sexual ambiguity or outright het-
erosexual visages to join the collective, international face 
of lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender people. Now, a new 
personality joins that face. And for some reason, irs not 
Tom Cruise. 
Albus Dumbledore is gay, according to his creator, 
J.K. Rowling. 
Many seem kind of put-off and upset by the Hogwarts 
headmaster's sexuality or Rowling's decision to endow him 
with it. Twenty-four hours had not passed after Rowling's 
announcement when F acebook groups formed in disgust 
of the news, saying that Rowling made the beloved wizard 
gay in order to gamer attention for herself. At the same 
time. an equal number of groups were created in support of 
Rowling's announcement. 
The author's reasons don't really matter though. The 
world of Hany Potter is J.K. Rowling's body of work. She 
could say that Hogwarts Castle was actually colored red 
and that an ofthe characters were colorblind, and that would 
. become canon for the overall story. Whether a reader 
chooses to believe her post-Potter addendums is another 
issue. 
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Regardless of readers' believing that Dumbledore is 
attracted to wizards rather than witches, there will be many 
inevitable jokes about Dumbledore's wand or his "piercing 
gaze' and its '"effect" on other wizards. Additionally, 
Mugglenet.com can expect countless fan fictions about his 
imagined romances and sexual escapades. 
But, in the excitement and weirdness of Dumb led ore's 
coming out, hopefully we can be mindful of the fact that the 
headmaster is a shadow of an actual human being. He has 
no physical body in the world. He has no press agent. He 
cannot talk to Larry King. He won't make a public state-
ment. And to add insult to injury, the writers of the world are 
free to publish libelous statements about him. 
But despite the real-world handicaps that this fictional 
wizard faces, it would feel wrong to say that Dumbledore is 
not real. Maybe we can't shake his hand or get his auto-
graph. But in the other reality that Rowling created for us, 
Dumbledore was someone to be admired. His beautiful quali-
ties and flaws charmed us as visitors in the Wizarding World. 
Although we never actually set foot inside a Hogwarts class-
room, Dumbledore, the human, constantly professed the 
value and the beauty of love. 
Therefore, as he is publicly exposed, let's use what he 
professed so passionately to Hany Potter and to the world. 
Let's love the spirit of Albus Percival Wulfric Brian 
Dumbledore, no matter whom he chooses to love . 
Now we just have to use this fair-mindedness and 
compassion in our own world of Muggles and non-fiction. 








Last month (September 28th to be exact), I had th 
leasuTe ofattending a show at the Electric Factory in Phi]] 
eaturing YellowcaTd, Shiny Toy Guns, and Blue October. 
Having never seen any of these bands live, 1 wa 
xci ted to experience the nlixture of audio art each grou 
rought to the stage. The show was headlined by Texas 
ased rockers Blue October. a band that enjoys playin 
ith instruments to manipulate the canonical ways a mod 
m rock group should sound. Ryan Delahoussaye '8 artis 
ic play of mandolins, violins and keyboards seelned to wor 
erfectIy with drums and electric guitars. I've always bee 
fan of musicians breaking this type of ground, where the 
'ombjne one constricted sound wjth another to create 
armonious effect of reverberating genius. 
Blue October has been around since 1998, and wi 
le creation of 5 albUlllS now behind them. they are just no 
eing recognized in the scene. Conveying honesty an 
on1etimes bluntness in his lyrics~ frontman Ju ·ti 
urstenfeld speaks of matters of the heart as well as hard t 
roach subjects including self-hate and dnlg abuse. Erno 
iOllal and heartfelt subjects that they are~ their Jnost recen 
ispJay of honesty can be found on their 2006 aIbu 
'Foiled". Adn1ittedly. their live sound didn't do their albu 
llchjustice, but Twa. stil1 glad I got to witness them live 
Shiny Toy Guns, on the other hand, was the real ban 
was incredibly excited to see. With only one album 0 
heir rock-resume titled "We Are Pilots" that dropped i 
ovember of 2005 . their mix of synth-pop and indie has hel 
le captivated fOT the past few months. Their aesthetic styl 
ombines electronica with the sometimes floaty vibe 0 
hared vocals sung by Carah Faye and Chad Petree. Thei 
ongs are a nlixture of upbeat and dancy tunes that driv 
he nonnallistenerto grin and move. Their cover of Depech 
ode's "Stripped" was epic. With shades of Daft Punk 
adytron. and even Fischerspooner present here and ther 
n the 12 tracks that encapsulate their sole album, the 
lost definitely display a personality that continues to evolv 
oward greatness. 
Last, YeJlowcard took the stage. I should admit tha 
uring their set, although they displayed great energy an 
assion, they seemed to confine most of their tracks to th 
arne mainstream friendly sound - popular music to be mor 
efinitive. Not normally a fan of this sort ofband~ I foun 
yself swaying slightly to ffontman Ryan Key's vocals 
hey were definitely heartfelt .and ~heir stage presence 
ell as the connection they made with the audience mad 
or a good live show. It's always excellent to witness tha 
assionate energy that drives an audience to scream lyric 
nd feed off of the band's energy in front of them. Overal 





Trade Goes Awry 
MICHAEL SILBER 
lIDsilber@ursinus.edu 
Lately, the mainstream media has made quite a fuss 
of Israel's air strike in Syria, perpetrated by two F - J 6 jet 
fighters. Israel claims it has credible intelligence that Syria 
is developing a nuclear program with the help of NOlth 
Korea. Most people are discussing the actual credibility 
ofthe intelligence, or how Dick Cheney and other adminis-
tration hawks predictably support Israel, while more diplo-
matic Cabinet members see no reason to change the U.S. 
stance towards Syria. But the other night my plane-crazy 
cousin asked a question which, to me, seemed infinitely 
1110re pertinent: "Why does Israel have F-16sT' Good ques-
tion. And why are they launching TV and laser-guided 
Maverick missiles? 
The U.S. is the largest exporter of militaIY armaments 
in the world. This has proven a powerful- if unethical-
foreign policy tool (see: Iran-Contra, Saddam Hussein's 
rise to power). By choosing who gets the arms deals and 
who doesn't, we not only strengthen our allies, we also 
decide who wins regional conflicts. Imagine what Jerusa-
lem would look like if Lebanese or Palestinian flags were 
painted on the sides of those F -16s. 
The trick to governmental anns dealing is foresight: 
who will be your ally today. and ten years from now? Who 
is a threat; who deserves a fighting chance? Here's a list 
of some of the more questionable choices we've made in 
arming other nations with our technology: 
(Selected Arms Sales/rom the United States, as re-
ported by the Stockholm International Peace Research 
institute. 2003-2006) 
Pakistan: 10 Bell-209/AH-I F Attack Helicopters, 500 
BGM- 71 TOW Anti-Tank Missiles, 500 AIM-120 
AMRAAM Missiles, 500 AIM-9x Sidewinder Missiles, 24 
F-16 Fa1conAir Superiority Fighters 
Saudi Arabia: 12 AH-64D Apache Attack Helicop-
ters, 500AIM-9x Sidewinder Missiles, 373 M-IA2SAbrams 
Tanks 
Taiwan: 200 AIM-120 AMRAAM Missiles, 4 Kidd 
class Destroyers, 360 Javelin Anti-Tank Missiles 
Bottom line: we gave Pakistan, a known nuclear 
country, and a known harborer of al-Qaeda terrorists, the 
most advanced air-to-air missiles available, and 24 of our 
best fighters to shoot them. Fun fact about the F -16: no 
aircraft has a better kill ratio in history. We also gave them 
attack helicopters and anti-tank missiles. They're covered 
on the ground and in the air. 
I don't think I need to go into the madness of giving 
arms to Saudi Arabia, aside from keeping oil prices down, 
but let's examine just what they have. AH-64D Apache 
helicopters are some terrifying machines by themselves, 
designed to be tank killers (especially armed with TOW 
missiles). But then there are 373 Abrams tanks. That's $2.9 
. billion worth ofmilitary hardware going to the regime which 
helped to fund the education of al-Qaeda's key members. 
Funding this government has already bitten us in the ass, 
yet we still deal with them. Translation: the cost-benefit 
analysis on the Hill has said that keeping the Saudi regime 
happy is worth more in the long-term than the imminent 
terrorist threat they pose. Given the evidence, I can't agree. 
Taiwan seems out ofpJace in a discussion primarily 
about countries in the Middle East. However, Taiwan's 
situation is perfect for illustrating the dangers of our arms 




By Dan Sergeant and Matthew Flyntz 
Tune in next week/or more l'vords! 
(f)Jou want to send liS some word,;, email 
dasergeant@ursinus.edu and 
maflyntz@Jursinus.edll 
businesses have vast manufacturing interests in China, and 
depend upon the yuan being so undervalued compared to 
the dollar. China claims that Taiwan belongs to them, and 
should be fully re-integrated into the PROC. Taiwan wants 
to claim independence, except that they are a tiny island 
and China is, well, China, with all the military power that 
goes with a population that big, and mandatory service. 
We here in the States see a classic tight for a struggling 
democracy to emerge from under tyrannical rule, so what 
do we do? Give Taiwan 4 destroyers. We build their navy 
with our ships. If push ever came to shove, China and 
Taiwan would force llS to take sides. I don't want to side 
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ummles: 
against a nuclear country, yet our arms trade policy cur-
rently puts us in that very position, to say nothing of the 
econolnic consequences of angering China, who could de-
stroy our manufacturing interests if they ever decided to 
reset the value of their currency_ 
But enough speculation. I'm not out to fear-monger 
about what horrors lie ahead. What I'd like most is to get 
you informed, and give you some resources to leaITI things 
for yoursel f. I f you're interested in what other arms trade is 
taking place, please consult the Federation of American Sci-
entists (fas.gov) and the Stockholm International Peace Re-
search Institute (sipri.org). 
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Dubble Vision: Costume Party! 
JASON DA,,'IS 
jadav iS~IJLlrsinlls.edll 
So the senior I lallo\\ cen party \\ as last 
aturda) and I had a great time. So in an 
effort to keep the good times rollin '. I decided 
to thrO\\' my own little Halloween party ... for 
the athletic department It ' ll be great . Ilere's 
what everyone could be. 
Coach T - Don Corleone 
Not that I'm ,aying Coach T i in any-
way a sociated with some sort of organized 
crime oudit. But you know. Ursinus athletics 
is like a fam ily, so what would be better fo r the 
head of the family? Plus how cool would it be 
if Coach T talked like good 01' Vito for a day? 
Field Hockey - The New England Pa-
triots 
As much as J really, really hate the Patriots, I do have 
to admit they have been pretty dominant for a while - much 
like our beloved Field Hockey tean1. They'd have to desig-
nate one girl to be a camera man though. 
Men's Soccer - The Hobbit 
I'm not going to lie~ ·I think 1 may have underesti-
mated this team coming into the season. If you would have 
told me they would stil1 be in the playoffhunt thi s late in the 
season, I would have thought you were crazy. They ' re a 
very young team (only three seniors) and they have a new 
coach, two factors which usually don't lead to inlmediate 
success. However they having a winning record, and if 
they win their last two games they could lnake the playoffs. 
So I figured the Hobbit was a good fit, since he was pretty 
much underestinlated by all ofMordor, but he came through 
in a big way. 1 also want to say, more people should go 
watch soccer games. I noticed we are last in the conference 
in attendance. Come on UC, we can do better than that. 
Women's Soccer-Cup O'Noodles 
I had trouble thinking of a costume for the girls. I was 
looking for a superhero that kind of flies under the radar, but 
DC Training Room 
Has a New Face 
CHRIS CAREY 
chcarey@ursinus.edu 
The Ursinus athletic departlnent added its newest staff 
member this semester, assistant athletic trainer, Akinori 
Kashiwagi, who will work with cross country, women 's soc-
cer, indoor track, and men's lacrosse. 
Aki, for short, hails from Tokyo, Japan, where he has 
spent the majority of his life. He grew up participating in 
various sports including basketball and lacrosse. There-
fore, Aki knows from personal experience that athletes and 
their injuries are treated much differently in Japan, "In Ja-
pan, most of the colleges do not have organized athletics 
and athletic trainers. Therefore, teams have to prepare their 
own water, treat their own injuries. and take il upon them-
selves to go to the hospital if an injury is serious enough . .-
And this is exactly what has drawn Aki to the field of 
athleti c training. "My carecr goal is to create and further 
develop the athletic training fi e ld at the youth level in Ja-
pan. HO\·vcver, th i:; is only 111Y st;cond year in thi s profes-
The Grizzly 
I'm not a huge comic fan and couldn't really think of one. 
But I was talking to my friend and Ur inu 
alumm. Steven Ordog, about it and he came 
up with a Cup 0 ' Noodles. You know no-
body ever goes out and is like <'let' get a 
cup of noodles:' but when you really need 
something 'at i fY1l1g right on the pinch, 
the cup is always there. Much like our 
women" .'occer team. I'm not sure they get 
the appreciation they deserve. You never 
hear too much hype about them, but they 
are always a trong, sol id team that is con-
sistently in the top half of the conference. 
Football - Forrest Gump 
Again this is an assist from ex-UC 
Bear Linebacker Steven Ordog, but we felt 
this is the perfect fit. Fonest runs a lot; our 
team runs a lot (about twice as much as we 
pass). Our team plays good defense, as does Forrest when 
he beat the crap out of that guy for hitting "Jennay." And 
finally, our team has good return men, similar to Forrest 
when he continually runs back into the jungle to return his 
unit to safety. 
Volleyball- Construction Workers 
If you think about it, they already do a lot of the things 
that a construction worker might do. They "set;" construc-
tion workers often have to set concrete. They "dig;" con-
stnlction workers have to dig holes every once in a while. 
And they "spike," like a construction worker might spike 
something into the ground. These girls would be right at 
home on site. 
Cross Country - Hybrid Automobiles 
Not quite sure how they could pull this one off, but 
they sure do get a lot of miles to the gallon. 
That sounds like one hell ofa Halloween party if you 
ask me. Can you imagine Don Corleone hanging out with 
Forrest Gump eating a Cup 0' Noodles while driving a hy-
brid to a construction site? Wild! 
sion, so I keep in mind that I am still in the training stages. 
Fortunately for myself, I joined that great athletic training 
team here at Ursinus, so I want to stay here and improve 
myself as an athletic trainer as long as I can," Aki stated. 
While Aki began his education, and received his 
bachelor's degree in Japan at Tokai University, he moved to 
the United States in order to receive his masters ftom the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha. However, it has been his 
experience at Ursinus that has made the biggest impression 
so far. "I love Ursin us. It's a small co]]ege, but it really feels 
like a big family on campus. UNO was also good, but it was 
pretty big school, 15,000 students, so people were not so 
close each other." 
When asked if there was anything about Ursinus that 
has surprised Aki, he stated, "I was surprised by a couple of 
things when I came here. First, all students and staff re-
cei ve their own laptop computer. Second, there are many 
trees and greens on campus." 
WhileAki has had a great experience so far in the U.S 
and at Ursin us, he looks forward to returning to Japan one 
day where he wi 11 hopeful1y ful fill his career goal. "I'm learn-
ing a lot right now and I'm enjoying myself so I'm not in a 
big huny to leave. but my ultimate goal is to improve the 
sports medicine field in Japan one day. So, I definitely want 
to go back eventually." 
vVhile Aki 's future is still uncertain. the Ursinus ath-
letic depat1menL including the ath letic training staff. is cer-
tai nly lucky to have him wh~k he i ~ here. 
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With a new coach: a ne\.\' h~ndful of freshman, and a 
new attitude, it look ljke the U rsinu College 1'v1en 's Soccer 
team has made a huge turn around from previous years. 
. So far in season play, the soccer team is 6-6-2, and in 
Conference play they are 1-3-2, beating teams like Haverford 
and Delaware Valley. 
" I beli eve the team is much better than our statistics 
show. Our team has the ability to be, and is, much greater 
than show n on paper; we just got unlucky in ' some of our 
previous competitions," say number 24, Freshman, Anto-
nio Scotto. 
Seventeen prospective freshmen signed up for pre-
season for the 2007 fall season, about eleven showed up, 
and seven made the team. Scotto said he was relieved and 
excited when he found out he was a new member of the 
Ursinus College Men's Soccer team. 
Scotto says, "Being on the team as a Freshman is 
pretty fun. The guys are all pretty chill and fun to hang out 
with." 
Along with a new batch of Freshmen, comes a new 
coach. Coach Kyle Rush just finished up assistant coach-
ing at his Alma Mater, Wilkes University. for the last four 
years, before coming to coach for the Bears. Although his 
passion seems to settle on coaching (holding a NSC.AA 
national and an advanced regional coaching diploma), 'Coach 
Rush also holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Environmental 
Studies and Technical Writing. 
With the season coming to a close and with only one 
game left, it looks like the Bears had an overall fair run at the 
cOlnpetihon. The team will only be losing three seniors to 
the graduating class of2008, so look for big improvements 
as the underclassmen grow together as a team. 
Their last game is on Homecoming Saturday, the 27th 
at Muhlenberg at 3pm. So, iffootball is not your forte, grab 




10/27 "s. Johns Hopkins 
Volleyball 
10/27 vs. Johns Hopkins 
Football 
10/27 vs. Moravian 
Men's Soccer 
10/27 @ Muhlenberg 
Field Hockey 
10/27 vs. Johns Hopkins 
Cross Countrv 
10/27 @ Franklin and ~larshall 
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